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Nepal Update
IN SEPTEMBER:
Nepal has been consumed the last month by the rape and murder
case of Nirmala Pant, a 13 year old girl from Western Nepal. The
government has been ridiculously incapable of finding the culprit
and has shown a complete lack of sensitivity toward the case. The
rage of people against the government and the mystery of the
case is deepening with time. However, this case was just a
representative case, as rape cases have been growing at an
alarming rate across the country in recent months. The
government of Nepal has banned online porn as a measure to
control these sex related crimes.

Kathmandu
Office
Update
Serious but Seriously Fun!
This month, we completed the annual external auditing of the Nepal office
and we submitted the final version of our Project Agreement to the Nepal
Government. Also, the Kathmandu office participated in the Community
Development Group formations in Dobhane, where we are expanding our
work starting this year.
The month has been a cheerful one as we celebrated the birthdays of
Chokpa and Heema. In addition, the introduction of a few indoor
games has improved the working environment in the office.

US Office Update

We love transparency!
The US office spent 3 days in September with Andreas and Mark - our
auditors from Gelman, Rosenberg, and Freedman - as they went through all
of our finances from the last year. Their firm specializes in nonprofit
accounting and they said that we have exceptional standards for
accountability. Michelle was able to learn a lot from working with them and
we look forward to continuing and deepening our relationship in the
future.
At the end of the month, Michelle traveled to Nepal for the first time and
will be there for the next couple of weeks learning about our work there
first-hand. So far, the trip is going great!

Updates from our Partner Communities
Construction Projects
We officially launched our program in the communities of Dobhane
and Phedi this month. We conducted meetings with the local
governments, hosted orientations for the communities about dZi, and
formed Community Development Groups (CDGs). After all of
the CDGs were established, they completed their cashless voluntary
projects.
For our other construction projects, we gave orientations to the
communities on the projects and formed the construction
committees. Local construction materials are now being collected.

Formation of a CDG in
Dobhane

Hira Primary School, Maheswori

Agriculture Program
This month we trained 249 farmers on garlic cultivation and 180 on
onion cultivation. 176 farmers learned about maize seed selection, 25
about potato selection and 6 learned about chilly seed selection. We
distributed farmer record books to 350 farmers and conducted
over 22 trainings to teach them how to keep records in their books. Also,
152 farmers learned about and installed model kitchen gardens while
454 farmers learned about our regular kitchen gardens.
We organized 2 meetings with the local government to improve our
coordination with them for our program.

Coordination meeting with
local government in Sotang

Gratitude for Jibnath Timsina
Jibnath Timsina is from Dipsung, one
of our partner communities, and has
been with dZi since 2014. He
pursued a social mobilization course
with support from dZi. Jibnath had
previously been working in Dipsung
before he was assigned to oversee
programs in Jaleswori and
Maheswori.
We want to thank Jibnath for his
service in three of our communities.
He has taken the lead in capacity
building of our local NGO partners in
Khotang, and has assisted the
communities of Jaleswori and
Maheswori complete some of the
most effective construction projects
in our working area.

Thank you so much Jibnath!

Up Next in October!
Group Management and Proposal Writing training for CDGs
of Dobhane and Phedi communities.
Michelle's trip to Nepal and field visit.
Solidarity's trip to Nepal.

Story of the Month

An Eco San Village!
We learned about Eco San toilets when we were running our toilet
project in Sotang in 2012. When the community of Chheskam
expressed the need for a toilet project in 2014 we decided to support
them with Eco San toilets and over two years we built 776 household
toilets. Chheskam was then declared an Eco San Village in 2016, likely
the only one of its kind.
The project was started with the goal of improving the community's
hygiene, as well as certify it as an Open Defecation Free area and
collect urine from the Eco San toilets for organic fertilizer. Though it
was hard enough to motivate community members to use toilets, we
also had to for teach them how to use human urine for farming.
Surprisingly, Chheskam overwhelmingly accepted the technology
and it has become part of their identity and a source of pride in their
community.
To learn more about this journey and its impacts, please check out
the video on this link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=43Bpqvqki0w&t=13s

Thank you for reading!

As always, we'd love to hear from you.
Please send any comments, feedback, or
questions you'd like explained in
the September report to me at
rupak@dzi.org

